
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: fitz-morris, James (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: June 10, 2020 9:29 PM
To: Church, Leslie (SPAC/PSPC); Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC); Laycock, Tristan (SPAC/PSPC);

Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC); Mullan-Boudreau, Caitlin (SPAC/PSPC); Gerasimov,
Boyan (SPAC/PSPC)

Subject: The chart (part 2)

Oh dear -
Below is the summary of changes to the web chart for this week over last.
The inventory backlog is so bad that I think we need to give very serious consideration to delaying this week’s
update. We can discuss in the morning.
When looking at these numbers - keep in mind that both MAA and the PM publicly said on Tuesday that 160k
litres of hand sanitizer had just arrived by boat - with a lot more about to arrive.
MAA also said publicly we had 160+ ventilators arrive...
And note that gloves didn’t change last week either.

June 11 COVID-19 web update
Summary of changes

*Update includes information as of June 9, 2020.

Face Shields: +100,000 ordered; +600 received
 Total amount received from Bauer

Gloves: no change

Gowns: +281,131 ordered; +79,611 received
 Includes deliveries from Logistik Unicorp, WazanaClothing, and Samuelsohn, among

others

Hand sanitizer: +177,052 litres ordered; +31,998 litres received
 Total amount received from C.A. Paradis (over two deliveries)

N95 respirators: no change in orders; +322,480received
 Total amount received from 3M Canada

Surgical Masks: no change

Ventilators: no change

If we decide to postpone the update - I would suggest simply leaving the webpage as is. If journalists ask - we
can say that due to an issue with inventorying this week - our update is postponed until next week. And make it
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very clear that deliveries have not slowed down at all. (# of flights this week, plus two boats - we just need time
to count it all).
We can discuss more detailed response if media are looking to do stories on it.

We will try to nail down (hopefully) a reason for this backlog as well. On the call this evening, I thought PHAC
said it was a very busy week for distribution - so maybe we can say that they focused on distribution this week
and will resume inventorying deliveries next week (assuming that is true).

Similarly - for the critics call - we could point to the inventory issue and add that we know we have received
about 500k litres of hand sanitizer this week, the large KN95 order, 164 ventilators exact numbers to follow. In
the mean time, here’s how much stuff we delivered to Provs last week and/or to date.

James
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